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What's Next?

2024 Hoosier Star Finalists
HOOSIER STAR FINALISTS

BEN DAVIS HS BDSPOTLIGHT.COM NEWS SITE
BEN DAVIS HS SPOTLIGHT NEWSPAPER
BLOOMINGTON HS NORTH NIKEAN YEARBOOK
BREBEUF PREP SCHOOL IGNATION YEARBOOK
CARMEL HS HILITE.ORG NEWS SITE
CARMEL HS PINNACLE YEARBOOK
CENTER GROVE HS TROJAN YEARBOOK
COLUMBIA CITY HS THE COLUMBIAN YEARBOOK

INDIANA HIGH SCHOOL PRESS ASSOCIATION
HOOSIER STAR FINALISTS

COLUMBUS NORTH HS  LOG YEARBOOK
CROWN POINT HS  CROWNTOWNMEDIA.COM NEWS SITE
CROWN POINT HS  EXCALIBUR YEARBOOK
CROWN POINT HS  INKLINGS NEWSPAPER
FISHERS HS  TIGER TRACKS YEARBOOK
FLOYD CENTRAL HS  THE BAGPIPER NEWSPAPER
FLOYD CENTRAL HS  THE BARTIZAN YEARBOOK
GREENWOOD COMMUNITY HS  THE WOODMAN YEARBOOK
HOOSIER STAR FINALISTS

GREENWOOD COMMUNITY HS

TIMBERLINES NEWSPAPER

JASPER HS

THE J YEARBOOK

LAKE CENTRAL HS

LAKECENTRALNEWS.COM NEWS SITE

LAKE CENTRAL HS

LCTV BROADCAST

LOGANSPORT HS

LHSMAGPIE.COM NEWS SITE

MOORESVILLE HS

WAGON TRAILS YEARBOOK

MUNSTER HS

CRIER NEWSPAPER

MUNSTER HS

PARAGON YEARBOOK
HOOSIER STAR FINALISTS

NEW ALBANY HS VISTA YEARBOOK
NEW PALESTINE HS THE CRIMSON MESSENGER NEWSPAPER
NOBLESVILLE HS MILL STREAM NEWSPAPER
NOBLESVILLE HS MILLERMEDIANOW.ORG NEWS SITE
NOBLESVILLE HS NHS NEWS BROADCAST
NOBLESVILLE HS SHADOW YEARBOOK
NORTHWOOD HS LOGUE YEARBOOK
PAOLI JR-SR HS HILLCREST YEARBOOK
HOOSIER STAR FINALISTS

PAOLI JR-SR HS  PAOLITE NEWSPAPER
PAOLI JR-SR HS  PHSMEDIANEWS.COM NEWS SITE
PERRY MERIDIAN HS  PASSAGES YEARBOOK
PIKE HS  PIKE’S PEEK YEARBOOK
PLAINFIELD HS  QUAKER SHAKER NEWSPAPER
PLAINFIELD HS  SILHOUETTES YEARBOOK
RONCALLI HS  REVEILLE YEARBOOK
SOUTHPORT HS  ANCHOR YEARBOOK
HOOSIER STAR FINALISTS

SOUTHPORT HS THE JOURNAL NEWSPAPER
SOUTHPORT HS THEJOURNALREWIREDCOM NEWS SITE
WARREN CENTRAL HS HALCYON YEARBOOK
WARREN CENTRAL HS THE OWL NEWS SITE
WESTFIELD MS THE SCRAPBOOK YEARBOOK
ZIONSVILLE COMMUNITY HS AERIE YEARBOOK
ZIONSVILLE COMMUNITY HS HARBINGER NEWSPAPER
2024 HOOSIER STAR WINNER
HILITE.ORG
NEWS SITE
CARMEL HIGH SCHOOL
2024 HOOSIER STAR WINNER
CROWNTOWNMEDIA.COM
NEWS SITE
CROWN POINT HIGH SCHOOL
2024 HOOSIER STAR WINNER
INKLINGS
NEWSPAPER
CROWN POINT HIGH SCHOOL
2024 HOOSIER STAR WINNER

THE BAGPIPER

NEWSPAPER

FLOYD CENTRAL HIGH SCHOOL
2024 Hoosier Star Winner
Timberlines
Newspaper
Greenwood Community High School
2024 HOOSIER STAR WINNER

NHS NEWS
BROADCAST

NOBLESVILLE HIGH SCHOOL
2024 HOOSIER STAR WINNER

PAOLITE

NEWSPAPER

PAOLI JR-SR HIGH SCHOOL
2024 HOOSIER STAR WINNER
AERIE YEARBOOK
ZIONSVILLE COMMUNITY HIGH SCHOOL
2024 HOOSIER STAR WINNER

HARBINGER

NEWSPAPER

ZIONSVILLE COMMUNITY HIGH SCHOOL